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Uncertainty Analysis: Instrument Calibration

1.

PURPOSE OF PROCEDURE

The purpose of this procedure is to provide
methods for the evaluation of instrument calibration uncertainty at the 95 % confidence level.
ITTC (1999) describes calibration methods and
documentation. Uncertainty analysis is based
upon JCGM (2008) with specific application to
naval hydrodyanics by ITTC (2014a).
2.

SCOPE

Contemporary laboratories acquire data with
digital data acquisition systems. For conversion
to engineering or physical units, instrumentation
connected to these systems must be calibrated.
This procedure describes methods for applying
uncertainty estimates to these calibrations. Most
instrumentation is highly linear; consequently,
the calibration includes a linear fit to the data.
Usually, most of the uncertainty is associated
with the data scatter in the regression fit. This
procedure also describes uncertainty estimates
for non-linear curve fits, which are usually associated with an analytical model of the data such
as the relation between thrust coefficient versus
advance ratio in propeller performance.
Torque transducers, load cells, and block
gages are typically calibrated in a calibration
stand by mass. The uncertainty analysis procedure for force and torque calibration by mass is
discussed.
Finally, in some cases, signals are inherently
digital such as pulse devices for rotating machinery such as propellers and carriage calibration wheels. A method for estimation of the uncertainty in rotational rates and carriage speed is
described.

3.

GENERAL

Since the laboratories within ITTC are considered to be world-class, all measurements
should be traceable with the appropriate reference standard to the respective National Metrology Institutes (NMI) within each country. Usually, the uncertainty in the reference standard
should be small relative to the data scatter in the
calibration. All calibrations should be through
system calibrations or end-to-end calibrations
with the same data acquisition system and software as applied during the test. If the calibration
is not end-to-end, the AD (analogue to digital
converter) should be calibrated per the procedures outlined here. The uncertainty in the AD
should be included with the uncertainty in the
instrument calibration from another system such
as a voltmeter or another computer system.
A schematic of the end-to-end calibration
process is shown in Figure 1. A known measured physical input is applied to the instrumentation system such as roll angle, for example.
The physical input is then measured by an NMI
traceable measurement. The physical input is
converted to a voltage by an electronic instrument. Amplification is then applied to the signal
so that the expected voltage range matches the
range of the AD converter. The output from the
amplifier is then processed by a low-pass filter
or anti-aliasing filter, which matches the frequency range of the electronic instrument. The
filtered signal is digitized by the AD converter
at a data rate, which is consistent with the
Nyquist sampling theorem (Otnes and Enochson,
1972, and Bendat and Piersol, 2010). Finally,
the data are processed by software and output as
data in voltage units of the AD converter.
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In principle, the physical input may also be
accomplished with computer control. In that
case, the total process may be automated under
computer control. The details of implementation
may vary from Figure 1.
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specifications. After an instrument is calibrated,
the constants in physical units are entered into
the software for the test. As verification that the
constants are correctly entered, the calibration
should be checked through the system at 3
points: high, low, and mid-range.

Low-Pass
Filter

Physical
Input

AD Converter

Electronic
Instrument

Software

Amplifier

Data

Precision
Voltmeter

Figure 1: End-to-end calibration schematic

A typical alternative to this calibration is illustrated in Figure 2. In this case, the calibration
process is split into 2 parts. In the first part, the
instrument is benched calibrated with a voltmeter or another computer system as a voltmeter.
The computer system is calibrated separately
with a precision DC power supply and precision
voltmeter. Typically, an AD converter is 16 bits.
In this case, the contribution to the combined
uncertainty from the computer system is likely
small in comparison to the instrument calibration.
An instrument should be calibrated over approximately ten (10) equal increments over the
range of the instrument in engineering or physical units. The highest and lowest values of the
calibration should not over-range the AD. Nominally, the uncertainty will be constant in physical units over the range of calibration. The requirements in the specification of uncertainty
are described in ITTC (2014a).
For most instrumentation, the uncertainty is
stated as percent full-scale in manufacturer’s
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Figure 2a: Data acquisition system calibration - instrument calibration
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Figure 2b: Data acquisition system calibration - computer system calibration

At each data point for the calibration, approximately 100 to 1000 samples should be collected via the AD. The signal should be filtered
at a value consistent with the frequency response of the transducer. The sample rate should
be at least 2.5 times the filter cut-off frequency
of the low-pass anti-aliasing filter. The mean,
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standard deviation, and number of samples
should be recorded. This information is necessary in the computation of the uncertainty by the
Type A evaluation method per the JCGM Uncertainty Guide (2008) or GUM.
4.

LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS

4.1

Fundamentals of linear regression analysis

The fundamentals of linear regression analysis may be found in a number of texts on statistical theory, such as Ross (2004) and Devore
(2008). Many commercial codes are available.
Some of the fundamental quantities may be calculated from a spreadsheet. The fundamental
equation is given by
y = a + bx
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all data will lie on a straight line. A better representation of the statistical character of data is the
residual plot. A residual is defined as follows:

Resid = y i − a − bxi

(2)

A residual is the difference between the measured data and the curve fit. Example residual
plots will be presented later in this procedure.
The sum of the square of the residuals is then
N

SS R = ∑ ( yi − a − bxi ) 2

(3)

i =1

A measure of the standard deviation for regression analysis is the standard error of estimate.

SEE = SS R / (n − 2)

(4)

(1)

where y is the dependent value in either Volts
from a voltmeter or digital Volts from an AD, x
is the independent variable in physical units
from the reference standard, a is the intercept
and b is the slope. The intercept and slope from
linear regression theory are then:

b = s xy / s xx

(1a)

a = y − bx

(1b)

The standardized residual is Equation (2) divided by SEE per Ross (2004). A plot of standardized residuals is useful in the identification of
outliers.
The uncertainty in the slope and offset may
be useful. The standard deviation or the standard
uncertainty in the intercept and slope are, respectively, from Ross (2004)
n

u a = sa = SEE (1 / n)∑ xi2 / s xx

(5a)

u b = sb = SEE / s xx

(5b)

i =1

n

x = (1 / n)∑ xi

(1c)

i =1

n

s xy = ∑ ( xi − x )( yi − y )
i =1
n

n

n

i =1

i =1

i =1

= ∑ xi yi − (1 / n)∑ xi ∑ yi

(1d)

Typically, calibration data are plotted with
Equation (1). For highly linear calibration data,

For application of regression analysis in the
conversion of digital data to physical units, the
uncertainty for the curve fit is determined by the
prediction limit.
Re sid / SEE = ±tα / 2,n − 2 (n + 1) / n + ( x − x ) 2 / s xx

(6)
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where t is the Student-t inverse probability density function at α/2 confidence limit from JCGM
(2008). Care must be taken determining this
value from a table. Tables can be based on either
a 1-tail or 2-tail distribution. Usually at the 95 %
confidence limit, α = 0.05 or α/2 = 0.025 for a
2-tailed distribution. As a check, the Student-t is
Gaussian for an infinite number of samples so
that t = 1.96 at the 95 % confidence level.
For implementation in a data processing
code, the equation for conversion to physical
units is given by
y' = A + Bx'

4.2

(7a)

Calibration theory.

Scheffe (1973) has developed a statistical
theory of calibration. A simplified method with
detailed examples has been proposed by Carroll,
et al. (1988). The prediction limit at the 95 %
confidence limit in this case is given by
f ( x) − SEE (c1 + c2 s xx ) ≤ y ≤ f ( x)
+ SEE(c1 + c2 s xx )
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From Equation (7), the uncertainty in x for a
linear equation in physical units is then from
Scheffe (1973)
xh = x + [bD − (−1) h ( SEE × c2 ) ×
(C / n + D 2 / s xx )1/ 2 ] / C

(9a)

C = b 2 − (c2 SEE ) 2 / s xx

(9b)

D = b( x − x ) − (−1) h SEE × c1

(9c)

where h = 1 and 2 are the upper and lower
bounds, respectively.

(7)

where y’ is the dependent variable in physical
units, x’ the independent variable in digital Volts,
and the slope and intercept from Equations (1)
are

A = −a / b
B = 1/ b
SEE' = SEE / b
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(8)

where
c1 = tα / 2,n − 2 , c2 = 2 F2, n − 2

and F is the inverse Fisher probability density
function.

The inverse Student-t and Fisher pdfs may
be found in tables in standard statistical references and mathematical handbooks such as Ross
(2004) and Devore (2008). These functions are
also available in many computational codes and
spreadsheets such as Microsoft Excel. Other statistical functions such as the slope (a), intercept
(b), average ( x ) and standard error of estimate
(SEE) are available in these codes.
An example plot is shown in Figure 3 for calibration of a commercial vertical gyroscope in
roll from Chirozzi and Park (2005). The reference angle was an electronic protractor with a
measurement uncertainty of ±0.2° at the 95%
confidence limit. The manufacturer rates the gyroscope with an uncertainty of ±1.0°.
From Figure 3a, all data lie on a straight line.
The error bars in such a plot are smaller than the
symbols. The residual plot in Figure 3b yields
significantly more information about the statistical character of the data. As the plot indicates,
the data for increasing angle are systematically
different from the decreasing angle. The plot,
thus, indicates a slight hysteresis in the data not
evident in the linear plot.
Also, the error bars are readily apparent in
the residuals plot. The error bars in this case are
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the uncertainty in the reference measurement
standard at the 95 % confidence limit (±0.2°).
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Figure 3c: Calibration Data for Vertical Gyroscope in
Roll - Standardized Residuals

Finally, the calibration data are presented as
standardized residuals in Figure 3c. In this case,
the SEE is computed from the linear regression
of Equation (6) so that SEE has units of degrees.
As the figure indicates, the conventional predication limit at the 95 % confidence level is near
2 × SEE while calibration theory yields 3 × SEE.
If SEE is applied as the uncertainty estimate, 3 ×
SEE is recommended as the uncertainty at the
95 % confidence level. The statistical quantities
described in this section may be computed in a
standard commercial spreadsheet or statistical
program.

0

4.3
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Intercept: -0.056 deg
Slope:
-10.9370 deg/V
SEE:
0.396 deg

-4
-100-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100

Reference Angle (deg)
Figure 3b: Calibration Data for Vertical Gyroscope in
Roll - Residuals Plot

Hypothesis tests and outliers.

The standardized residual plot is useful in
identification of outliers. The coverage factor or
threshold for exclusion of an outlier may be determined by either Chauvenet’s criterion in
Coleman and Steele (1999) or the Student-t,
ta/2,n-2 via a hypothesis test.
An example is presented in Figure 4 for a
vertical gyroscope in pitch from Strano and Park
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Before the data point was removed, the SEE
was 0.465°. The standardized residual for this
point was 2.76. From Chauvenet’s criterion for
27 points, the threshold value was 2.36, and
from the Student-t the value was 2.06. By both
criteria, this data point is an outlier. After exclusion of the outlier, the standard error of estimate
is 0.373°, and the standardized residual for the
outlier becomes 3.56.
If a data point were an outlier, a physical
cause should be determined and corrected. In
this case, none was evident. However, the angle
is –50°, and encountering a pitch angle of this
value during a test is highly unlikely. In some
cases with a sufficient number of data points, removal of a single point from the data may not
significantly change the slope, but its removal
will probably affect the uncertainty.
10
8
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Figure 4b: Calibration data for vertical gyroscope in
pitch - Standardized residuals

4.3.1

Hypothesis test for known slope and intercept

For some calibrations, comparison with a
known slope and intercept may be useful. Calibrations of some instruments are directly in
physical units. In that case, a linear fit over the
range of the instrument should produce a slope
and intercept of 1 and 0, respectively. From
Ross (2004) and Devore (2008) for the null hypothesis, H0, for intercept accept H0 if
a −α

0
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6

Standardized Residuals

(2005). Again, all of the data lie on a straight
line, including an outlier, as shown in Figure 4a
as the red symbol. In the standardized residual
plot, this data point as an outlier is more evident.
The statistics for this figure are based on the exclusion of the outlier.
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N

n(n − 2) s xx / (∑ xi2 SS R ) ≤ tα / 2 ,n − 2 (10)
i =1

-2
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-10
-60
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+0.13675 V/deg
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0.0504 V
r:
0.99985

b−β
-40
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0

20
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Figure 4a: Calibration data for vertical gyro-scope in
pitch - Linear plot

N

(n − 2) s xx / (∑ xi2 SS R ) ≤ tα / 2,n − 2

(11)

i =1

where α and β are the theoretically known intercept and slope, respectively.
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4.3.2

Hypothesis test for repeat calibrations

Typically, the same instruments are employed in subsequent tests. Establishment of a
calibration history is important. If a calibration
is reproducible, the slope and intercept should
be the same statistically. Reproducibility may be
determined with a hypothesis test. For the slope
from Kleinbaum, et al. (2014), the null hypothesis is accepted if

(b1 − b2 ) / sb1−b 2 ≤ tα / s ,n1+n 2−4

(12)

where b1 and b2 are the slopes of the two calibrations and sb1-b2 is the standard deviation of
the slope difference. The variance of the slope
difference is

sb21−b 2 = sp2 [1 / s xx1 + 1 / s xx 2 ]

(13)

where the pooled estimate is

[

]

sp2 = (n1 − 2 )SEE12 + (n2 − 2 )SEE22 /

[n1 + n2 − 4]

For the t-test of the intercept, the slopes are
assumed to be the same. The t-test in this case is
as follows from Armitage, et al. (2002):
(15)

where d is the difference in intercepts given by
d = y1 − y2 − b( x1 − x2 )

(16)

and the pooled slope, b, for the two calibrations
is

b = (b1s xx1 + b2 s xx 2 ) / (s xx1 + s xx 2 )
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The variance of d is given by
sd2 = sc2 [1 / n1 + 1 / n2 + ( x1 − x2 ) /
2

(s xx1 + s xx 2 )]

(18)

and the residual mean square about the lines is

sc2 = [ s yy1 + s yy 2 − (b1s xx1 + b2 s xx 2 ) /
2

(sxx1 + sxx 2 )] /[n1 + n2 − 3]

(19)

The number of degrees of freedom for the Student-t comparison in this case is [n1 + n2 – 3].
Non-linear equations
The principles in the previous section may
be extended to non-linear functions. Commercial computer codes are available for such calculations. Many examples are available in naval
hydrodynamics. The prediction limit may be applied as a measure of the uncertainty for these
non-linear curve-fits or fairing. An example
from Park, et al. (2005) is shown in Figure 5.

(14)

The number of degrees of freedom for the Student-t comparison to Equation (14) is [n1 + n2 –
4].

d / sd ≤ tα / 2 ,n1+ n 2−3
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(17)

The data are for the water tunnel speed in the
test section from the pump speed. The test section velocity was measured by laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). This is also another example
of the importance of a residual plot.
In Figure 5a, all data lie on a straight line;
however, as the residual plot for the straight line
fit shows a systematic deviation of the data from
zero in Figure 5b. In the residual plot, the data
should be randomly distributed about zero.
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Figure 5a: Calibration data for water tunnel speed in
empty test section - linear plot
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A plot of this form indicates that a better fit
would be other than a linear fit; consequently, a
non-linear fit was tried. Additionally, the figure
indicates that the speed is represented by two
equations. Below 2 m/s, a linear fit with a different slope is adequate. Above 2 m/s (6.8 rpm),
a power law equation was determined to be a
better representation where the power-law is
given by

LDA Data
26 Oct 2000
y = a + bx
a = -0.164 m/s
b = 0.3199 m/s/rpm
r = 0.999961

0.05

Figure 5c: Calibration data for water tunnel speed in
empty test section - residual plot for non-linear curve
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(20)

The constants a, b, and c were computed by
a commercial code by the least squares method.
For the power-law curve fit, the SEE is 0.0088
m/s in comparison to 0.0460 m/s linear fit over
the entire velocity range.

Figure 5b: Calibration data for water tunnel speed in
empty test section - residual plot for linear curve

5.

FORCE CALIBRATION

Force calibrations, including body forces,
moments, and propeller thrust and torque, are
usually calibrated with masses on a calibration
stand. In that case, force is related to mass by the
following from ASTM E74-13a:
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F = mg (1 − ρ a / ρ w )

(21)

where m is the mass, g is local acceleration of
gravity, ρa is air density, and ρw is the density of
the weight. ASTM 74-13a requires an uncertainty in g within 0.00010 m/s2. The units of calibration shall be reported in SI units, Newtons
(N). The source of the local gravity value shall
be included in the calibration report with its estimated uncertainty. A calibration stand may include levers for increasing the force, in which
case the force multiplier should be included in
the above equation and the uncertainty estimates.
The last term of Equation (21) is a buoyancy
correction. Local gravity can differ from standard gravity, 9.80665 m/s2, on the order of 0.1 %,
and the buoyancy correction is typically
0.017 %. Mass sets commonly applied to force
calibrations have a tolerance specification on the
order of ±0.01 %, such as an OIML Class M1,
NIST Class F, or ASTM Class 6. The detailed
characteristics for these weight classes are described in OIML R 111 (2004), NIST (1990),
and ASTM E617-13, respectively. Consequently, the correction for local gravity can be
10 times the uncertainty in the reference mass.
The National Metrology Institute (NMI)
should be consulted for the value of local and its
uncertainty. Two computer models are available
for the calculation of local g from the latitude
and longitude. An estimate of local g anywhere
in the world is provided by Physikalisch Technische Bundenstalte (PTB), Bransthewig, Germany, at their web page:
http://www.ptb.de/cartoweb3/SISproject.php.
The calculator also provides an uncertainty estimate.
In the USA, local gravity may be computed
from the U. S. National Geodetic Survey (NGS)
surface gravity prediction from Moose (1986)
and the web page:
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https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS/Gravity/gravcon.html. This calculator only works for
the USA. The uncertainty estimate is usually
less than the value required by ASTM E74-13a.
A comparison of the two methods are summarized in the following table for two laboratories.
Table 1: Comparison of local g values by different methods
Lab

Local g

U95

Source

CSSRC

9.79439

0.00020

PTB

9.7946

---

ITTC

9.80101

0.000040

NGS

9.80106

0.000045

PTB

DTMB

CSSRC: China Ship Scientific Research Centre, ITTC
(2014b)
DTMB: David Taylor Model Basin, USA

During calibration, the force is changed by
adding or removing weights. The mass in Equation (21) is then given by
n

m = ∑ mi

(22)

i =1

The weight set is usually calibrated as a set at
the same time against the same reference standard. In that case, the uncertainty in the weights
is assumed to be perfectly correlated. The standard uncertainty in the total mass is then
n

u m = ∑ ui

(23)

i =1

An NMI traceable laboratory report will include the actual measured mass and its expanded uncertainty for each weight. The required expanded uncertainty is

U ≤ δm / 3

(24)
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A load cell should be calibrated with random
loading for avoidance of hysteresis. Before calibration commences, maximum load should be
applied at least twice. During calibration, the
number of force applications should total 30 of
which 10 forces must be different. Additional
details on the calibration of load cells are described in ASTM E74-13a.
The results for a calibration of a commercial
torque load cell are shown in Figure 6. This
torque transducer contains a strain gage as a sensor.
1800
Linear Regression
Decreasing Data
Increasing Data

Indicated Torque (N-m)

1600
1400

Himmelstein Torque Cell
Model 1920(15-3)
SN 1920-2844
7 Sep 2001

1200
1000
800
600

Slope:
Intercept:
r:
SEE:

400
200

+0.9995342
-0.00794 N-m
0.99999984
0.327 N-m

0
0

500

1000

1500

Reference Torque (N-m)
Figure 6a: Calibration data for commercial torque cell linear plot
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Torque Residual (N-m)

where ±δm is the maximum permissible error or
tolerance per OIML (2004) or ASTM E74-13a.
This uncertainty estimate is recommended by
OIML R 111-1 (2004). However, rather than
documentation of the actual calibration of each
mass and its uncertainty, δm is applied as the expanded uncertainty as a practical matter or typically ±0.010 % of the total mass.
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Increasing CW Torque
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-2

1.00046
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0.99999984
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-3
0

500

1000

1500

Reference Torque (N-m)
Figure 6b: Calibration data for commercial torque cell residual plot

The load cell was calibrated with an increasing torque. At the maximum torque, the load
was decreased over the same value. Due to the
highly linear nature of the device, the symbols
for increasing loads are directly over the decreasing values in the conventional linear plot of
Figure 6a. All of the data lie on a straight line.
A residual plot of the data is shown in Figure
6b. In this figure, hysteresis of the load cell is
now evident. The error bars in the figure indicate
the uncertainty in the reference standard as provided by the manufacturer. The dashed lines are
the uncertainty from calibration theory for the
linear regression. The load cell was calibrated to
provide a direct calibrated reading; however, a
slight correction is required as indicated by the
values of slope and intercept in the figure.
With application of the hypothesis test of
Section 4.3.1, the t-values for a slope of 1 and
intercept of 0 are 2.44 and 0.065, respectively.
Consequently, the slope is not 1, but the intercept is statistically the same as 0.
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6.

UNCERTAINTY IN PULSE COUNT

In naval hydrodynamic applications, rotational rate is a commonly measured parameter.
In particular, two applications are shaft rotational rate in propeller performance and towing
carriage speed from the rotational rate of a precision metal disk. Rotational rate is measured
from a pulse-generating device such as an optical encoder or steel gear with a magnetic pickup. These devices are inherently digital. Data
acquisition cards (DAC) typically include a 16bit analogue to digital converter, counter ports,
and accurate timing. The rotational rate is measured via the equation
ω = n / ( pt )

(25)

where ω is the rotational rate, n the number of
pulses, p the number of pulses per revolution for
the encoder, and t the time.
From Equation (25), the uncertainty in the
rotational rate is

uω2 = un2 / ( pt ) 2 + (n / p) 2 ut2 / t 4

(26)

or the relative uncertainty is

(uω / ω ) 2 = (un / n) 2 + (ut / t ) 2

(27)

The number of pulses per revolution, p, is assumed to be known precisely; therefore, the uncertainty is zero. The AD should have calibration traceability to an NMI with the uncertainty
documented by a certificate with the uncertainty
in time provided.
During data acquisition, either the time is
fixed or the number of digital samples at a specified sample rate. The total time interval is then
fixed at T

T = n∆t = n / f s

(28)
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where n is the number of samples and fs the sample frequency.
In this case, the uncertainty in pulse count is
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the interval ±a with a standard deviation of

un = a / 3

(29a)

from the JCGM (2008). In this case, a = ½ pulse
or

u n = 1 / 12 = 0.29

(29b)

The expanded uncertainty in the number of
pulses at the 95 % confidence level is then 0.58
pulses. A minimum pulse count of 1000 is recommended. In that case, the relative uncertainty
is 0.058 %.
Equation (29b) can also be applied to the uncertainty in the bit resolution of an AD. However, the uncertainty in calibration of an AD is
normally several times the bit uncertainty, particularly for a 16-bit AD.
Rather than fixing the time interval for sampling, the pulse count could be fixed with time
starting at the first pulse and ending at the last
pulse. The pulse count is then exactly known,
and the uncertainty in pulse count can be assumed to be zero. Then, the only contribution to
the uncertainty is the uncertainty in time.
In some cases for dynamical processes, rotational rates may be measured with a frequency
to voltage converter (FV). Calibration of the FV
should be performed by a direct through system
calibration of the AD. The rotational rate should
be determined by the method described in Section 4, Linear Regression Analysis, with
changes in rotational rate like the shaft speed of
the propeller in a propeller performance test.
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7.

DIRECT DIGITAL CALIBRATION

A DAC usually has a counter port so that frequency can be measured directly, and an FV
converter is not needed. The card can be calibrated with a wave function generator for the input with the frequency measured by an NMI
traceable frequency counter. The uncertainty
may then be estimated with linear regression
methods previously described in Section 4.2. In
that case, the slope and intercept should be, respectively, 1 and 0, and the result check by the
hypothesis tests in Section 4.3.
A second method is a direct difference between the reference measurements and the values from the DAC. In this case, the average difference should be zero (0). The t-test for zero
difference is given from Devore (2008) by
d

n / s ≤ tα / 2,n −1

(30)

where d is the difference between the reference
frequency and the measured frequency from the
DAC, n the number of measurements and s the
standard deviation of the average difference.
The expanded uncertainty is then the prediction
limit for an average from Devore (2008)

Table 2: Hypothesis test results for calibration of surface-ship model propeller shaft speed
Test

Value

t-value

Result

U95

a

0

-1.94

Pass

0.013

b

1

+0.42

Pass

Diff.

0

-3.11

Fail

(31)

An example direct digital calibration is presented in Figure 7 for shaft speed from an optical encoder in a surface ship model test from
Reynolds, et al. (2013). In this case, the input is

0.0052

In this example, the uncertainty from calibration theory should be applied since both the
slope and intercept pass the hypothesis test and
its value is larger.
0.02
95 % Prediction Limit
Data

0.01

0.00

-0.01

Slope:
0.9999994
Intercept: 0.00237 rpm
SEE:
0.00263 rpm

-0.02
0

U = tα / 2,n −1s 1 + 1 / n
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simulated with a square-wave generator. The input values are corrected with p = 200 pulses per
revolution for the optical encoder. The NMI
traceable frequency measurement has a rated
uncertainty of 10-6 × reading. The following table summarizes the results by two methods. The
uncertainty in the table for the linear aggression
analysis is the maximum combined expanded
uncertainty and not the uncertainty in the intercept, a.

Residual Shaft Speed (rpm)

That is, a function generator is not recommended as the method for calibration of the FV.
A through system calibration will include the
performance of the pulse generation device. An
FV may drift; consequently, repeat calibrations
are recommended for a better estimate of the uncertainty.
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Figure 7a: Calibration data for surface-ship model propeller shaft speed - linear regression
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0.00335 rpm

•

Compute the mean, standard deviation, and
number of samples for each data point,
where the number of samples is at least 100
to 1000.

-0.00722 rpm

•

Verify that the standard deviation, which is
a measure of instrument noise, is reasonable
and compute the uncertainty by the Type A
method per JCGM (2008).

•

Document the sample rate, cut-off frequency,
number of samples for each data point, and
information on the calibration reference
standard. See ITTC Procedure 7.6-01-01 for
additional documentation requirements.

•

Perform a linear regression analysis of the
calibration data for the determination of the
slope, intercept, SEE, and correlation coefficient.

•

Plot the data as a standardized residual plot,
review for randomness of the data, identify
any outliers, determine the cause, and remove the outliers if such removal is appropriate. If the data trend is systematic, consider a non-linear curve fit to the data.

•

Repeat the regression analysis if outliers are
removed and do not repeat the outlier removal process.

•

Compute the uncertainty from calibration
theory.

•

Compare the results with any previous calibrations.

•

Enter the slope and intercept in the software
for the test.

•

Check the calibration results by application
of a through system calibration check at
three points: the high, mid-range, and low
values.

Shaft Speed Difference (rpm)

0.00

Average: -0.00193
Std Dev: 0.00256

-0.02
0

500

1000

1500

Reference Shaft Speed (rpm)
Figure 7b: Calibration data for surface-ship model propeller shaft speed – difference

At the maximum shaft speed, the shaft speed
is 1535.999 ±0.013 rpm. The relative uncertainty is quite small at 820 ppm (parts per million). Three elements contribute to the uncertainty: 0.0088 from the standard deviation by the
Type A method, 0.0015 from the frequency
counter, and 0.0089 rpm from the curve fit.
SUMMARY
This procedure describes a statistical process
for the establishment of the uncertainty in calibration data. Typically, a calibration is necessary in the conversion of digital Volts from an
AD to physical units. For most analogue instrumentation, the calibration curve is very linear
for the calibration. Usually, the uncertainty in
the reference standard is small in comparison to
the uncertainty indicated by the scatter in the
data. The following summarizes the recommended procedures:
•
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Verify traceability to an NMI of any reference standard by its calibration certificate.
The calibration certificate should include a
statement of its uncertainty.

Average Difference
95 % Prediction Limit
Data

-0.01
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This revision includes the following changes
from the previous version and some minor editorial and format changes:
•

Correction of error in Equation (9a)

•

Replaced capital N with lower case n in
Equations (9a) and (11).

•

Removed duplicate heading in 4.1 Fundamentals of linear regression analysis, which
resulted in re-numbering the subsections in
4 and reduced the number of from 5 to 4.

•

•

8.

Updates to references: Bendat and Piersol
(2010), ASTM E74-13a, and ASTM E61713. Added web-page references for computation of local g from PTB and NGS.
Added a requirement in force calibration for
documentation of local g and its uncertainty
with a recommended maximum uncertainty
of 0.00010 m/s2. Units of force shall be in
Newtons (N).
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